Recent work has suggested that the stellar initial mass function (IMF) is not universal, but rather is correlated with galaxy stellar mass, stellar velocity dispersion, or morphological type. In this paper, we investigate variations of the IMF within individual galaxies. For this purpose, we use strong lensing and gas kinematics to measure independently the normalisation of the IMF of the bulge and disk components of a sample of 5 massive spiral galaxies with substantial bulge components taken from the SWELLS survey. We find that the stellar mass of the bulges are tightly constrained by the lensing and kinematic data. A comparison with masses based on stellar population synthesis models fitted to optical and near infrared photometry favors a Salpeter-like normalisation of the IMF. Conversely, the disk masses are less well constrained due to degeneracies with the dark matter halo, but are consistent with Milky Way type IMFs in agreement with previous studies. The disks are submaximal at 2.2 disk scale lengths, but due to the contribution of the bulges, the galaxies are baryon dominated at 2.2 disk scale lengths. Globally, our inferred IMF normalisation is consistent with that found for early-type galaxies of comparable stellar mass (> 10 11 M ⊙ ). Our results suggest a non-universal IMF within the different components of spiral galaxies, adding to the well-known differences in stellar populations between disks and bulges.
INTRODUCTION
The stellar initial mass function (IMF) is a fundamental quantity in many areas of astrophysics. From a theoretical standpoint, understanding the origin of the IMF from first principles is essential to develop a complete theory of star formation (e.g., McKee & Ostriker 2007) . From a phenomenological standpoint, the IMF is a defining property of any stellar population, essential for computing quantities ⋆ dutton@mpia.de † Packard Research Fellow such as stellar mass from observables, and for characterising their evolutionary history.
Traditionally, the main source of empirical evidence regarding the stellar IMF has been our own Milky Way, where individual stars can be identified and counted, first by Salpeter (1955) . In the decades since then, only relatively small variations of the IMF have been found within our own Milky Way, despite enormous variations in the physical conditions within star-forming regions. These results have been generally interpreted as evidence that the IMF is more or less universal-i.e. it is insensitive to properties of the gas and dust in which stars form (e.g., Bastian et al. 2010) . If indeed the IMF is universal, the kinematics of spiral (Bell & de Jong 2001) and elliptical galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2006) , as well as lensing data (Brewer et al. 2012a , hereafter SWELLS-III) rule out IMFs like Salpeter's implying relatively "heavy" mass-to-light ratios, in favour of "lighter" IMFs like that measured by Kroupa (2001) and Chabrier (2003) .
However, recently a number of independent extragalactic studies have found significant deviations from the IMF as measured in the Milky Way. The observations are based on a variety of independent techniques, ranging from gravitational lensing , Spiniello et al. 2011 , Brewer et al. 2012a , to stellar kinematics of elliptical galaxies (e.g., Dutton et al. 2012a,b; Cappellari et al. 2012a) , and to spectral diagnostics of stellar populations (van Dokkum & Conroy 2010 Spiniello et al. 2012; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012) .
Based on these observations, it appears that the IMF may depend on the stellar mass of the galaxy and hence on the cosmological time at which the stars formed, possibly reflecting the evolving physical conditions in the expanding universe. Or perhaps it could depend on the stellar velocity dispersion, reflecting the depth of the potential well. It is also possible that the IMF might depend on the morphological type of the galaxy, in the sense that early-type galaxies might have "heavier" IMFs than their spiral counterparts. However, the dependency of the distribution of morphological types on stellar mass (e.g., Blanton & Moustakas 2009) , as well as the presence of two very distinct stellar populations in the bulge and disks of typical galaxies (e.g., Wyse, Gilmore, & Franx 1997) make it unclear whether the more important parameter is the overall stellar mass, or stellar velocity dispersion, or the morphological type.
In this paper we aim to gather some insight into the physical origin of the non-universality of the IMF by looking for variations within individual spiral galaxies. Is the normalisation of the IMF the same for bulge and disk, just varying with total stellar mass? Or is there one universal normalisation for disk-like stellar populations (presumably Chabrier-like) and a "heavier" (Salpeter-like) one for the older and more metal rich stellar populations found in massive bulges and spheroids? Clearly the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive, as a combination of both could be at play.
Our strategy to constrain the IMF normalisation consists of comparing stellar masses derived from dynamics and strong lensing to those derived from stellar population synthesis (SPS) models. The main challenge of this approach -and of all other dynamical approaches -is that lensing and dynamics are sensitive to the total mass, and therefore one needs to disentangle the stellar mass from the nonbaryonic dark matter. For disk-dominated galaxies it is well known that rotation curves can be fitted with a wide range of stellar mass-to-light ratios, from zero to maximum disk (e.g., van Albada & Sancisi 1986; Dutton et al. 2005) , the so called disk-halo degeneracy (see however Amorisco & Bertin 2010) . For bulge-dominated systems, the situation is similar in principle (the so-called bulge-halo degeneracy). However, if the stellar mass of the bulge dominates the inner parts of the gravitational potential, it is possible to get an actual measurement (rather than an upper limit), with only modest assumptions about the density profile of the dark matter halo, e.g., inspired by the results of cosmological numerical simulations (Treu & Koopmans 2002; Koopmans & Treu 2003; Treu et al. 2010; Auger et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2012a ; see also Bertin et al. 1994, and references therein) .
In order to study the IMF of the bulge and disk component we apply the lensing and dynamical technique to the sample of five massive (V2.2 ∼ 250 − 300 km s −1 , M Chab SPS ∼ 10 11 M⊙) spiral lens galaxies in the SWELLS Survey , hereafter SWELLS-I) with significant bulges (bulge-to-disk ratio ∼ > 0.5 assuming a universal IMF) and for which ionised gas kinematic data are available. SWELLS is a dedicated survey to the study of lensing spiral disk galaxies. Its main properties are summarized in Section 2. More details can be found in the paper by Treu et al. (2011) . Thus, our mass models are constrained by the projected mass within the Einstein radius measured by strong gravitational lensing, by the rotation curve of the outer disk ∼ 1 − 3 scale lengths from ionised gas kinematics, and the high resolution surface brightness profiles which are decomposed into a de Vaucouleurs bulge and an exponential disk. We derive stellar masses of the bulge and disk for a variety of assumptions about the structure of the dark matter halo, and compare the results with the estimates from stellar population synthesis models to infer the normalisation of the IMF independently for the two components. This paper is organised as follows. In §2 we present the observational constraints. In §3 we present the mass models. In §4 we present of our main results. In §5 we discuss possible sources of systematic errors. In §6 we conclude with a brief summary. Throughout, we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with present day matter density, Ωm = 0.3, and Hubble parameter, H0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
SAMPLE SELECTION AND DATA
In this section we describe the sample selection and give a brief description of the data used in this paper. The reader is referred to papers SWELLS-I, SWELLS-II (Dutton et al. 2011b) , SWELLS-III, and SWELLS-VI (Dutton et al., in preparation) for more details on the SWELLS selection and data.
Sample selection
As detailed in paper I, the parent SWELLS sample is selected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) spectroscopic database based on the detection of emission lines at multiple redshifts within the 3 ′′ fiber and on having photometric axis ratio < 0.6. Multiband Hubble Space Telescope imaging is used to confirm the lensing hypothesis. The sample of twenty confirmed lenses spans a broad range of bulge to total stellar mass ratio (from 0.1 to 0.9) for a fixed universal IMF, and a range in stellar mass of over one decade (∼ 10 10 M⊙ to 10 11.5 M⊙; for a Chabrier IMF). An important question is whether the SWELLS sample is representative of the overall population of spiral galaxies within the same ellipticity and stellar mass limits. Paper I shows that the size-stellar mass relation of the SWELLS sample is indistinguishable from that of a control sample of SDSS-selected galaxies using the same criteria. Paper VI will investigate the selection function in more detail using Postage stamp images of the galaxies analysed in this paper. The images are obtained from multicolour HST images as described in SWELLS-I and III. Table 1 . Basic properties of galaxies analyzed in this paper. All errors correspond to 1σ. Col. 1 lists the lens ID; Col. 2 the redshift of the deflector; Col.3 gives the velocity dispersion of the Singular Isothermal Ellipsoid (SIE) lens model from paper III; Cols. 4 and 5 give half-light sizes for the bulge (circularized) and disk (major axis) from papers I and III; Cols. 6, 7 and 8 give the stellar masses for the bulge, disk, and total, assuming a Chabrier (2003) IMF; Cols. 9 and 10 give the model (dust reddened) rest-frame V -band luminosities for the bulge and disk; Cols. 11 and 12 give the model (B-V) colors for the bulge and disk. The subsample analysed in this paper is selected from the SWELLS survey to include all the massive spiral galaxies with significant bulges for which gas-kinematic rotation curves are available. We require the stellar mass in the disk to be less than two times the stellar mass in the bulge, a criterion that is met by all but two of the lenses in our sample (we also exclude one system that has been shown to have a pseudo-bulge) although only 5 of these systems also have gas rotation curves available. A montage of our selected subsample of galaxies is shown in Figure 1 . The sub-sample includes some (but not all) of the most massive SWELLS lenses. Quantitatively, the subsample spans a range in lensing velocity dispersion of 196-251 km s −1 , i.e. galaxies that are more massive than our own Milky Way, and spanning the 230 km s −1 threshold below which paper III concluded that a global Salpeter IMF is on average ruled out by the data. Basic properties of the subsample analysed in this paper are given in Table 1 .
Strong Lensing
Strong lensing models for our sample galaxies are presented in SWELLS-III. The parameter that is most directly constrained by strong lensing is the circularised Einstein radius b (Treu 2010, and references therein) . This is defined to be the radius inside which the average surface density is equal to the critical density for strong lensing:
Here Ds is the angular diameter distance from the observer to the source, D d is the angular diameter distance from the observer to the deflector (i.e., the lens), and D ds is the angular diameter distance from the deflector to the source. The critical density thus depends only on the distances to the lens and source, which are known for all our lens systems from the SDSS redshifts and our adopted cosmology. For comparison to kinematics it is convenient to express the lensing results in terms of circular velocity or velocity dispersion, where VSIE = √ 2σSIE. However, since the mass profiles are in general not isothermal, the conversion from projected mass into circular velocity at the Einstein radius is non trivial. For a total mass profile steeper than isothermal, which is the case for our galaxies, the circular velocity at the Einstein radius is larger than the nominal circular velocity of the singular isothermal ellipsoid (SIE) model. Thus in our mass models in this paper we fit directly for b, rather than the mass projected within b (due to covariance between Mproj(b) and b), or the derived circular velocity/velocity dispersion at the Einstein radius.
Gas kinematics
We obtained major axis long-slit spectra for all five galaxies with the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I 10-m telescope between November 2008 and April 2011. Typical exposure times were 60 minutes, with seeing conditions of FWHM ∼ 1.0 arcsec. On the red side we used the 600/7500 line grating which gives a pixel scale of 1.26Å px −1 . With a 1 ′′ width slit the resulting spectral resolution is ≃ 4.2Å, corresponding to velocity dispersion resolution of ∼ 70 km s −1 at the wavelength of Hα. We adopt spatial samplings of ≃ 1. ′′ 1−1. ′′ 5 (5-7 pixels) corresponding to ∼ 1 data point per seeing FWHM.
We measured rotation curves by fitting Gaussians to one-dimensional spectra extracted along the slit. To improve centroiding accuracy we fitted the redshift of neighbouring emission lines simultaneously. The primary set of emission lines are Hα 6563, [NII] 6583, 6548. The line flux ratios between the two [NII] lines were fixed at the expected values. The velocity dispersions of the line pairs were also imposed to be the same, but were allowed to be different than Hα. The continuum was fitted with a 2nd order polynomial.
The observed rotation velocities are lowered from the true circular velocities by several effects. Firstly, there is a sin(i) term due to the inclination, i, of the galaxy with respect to the line of sight. Secondly, there is the (potential) position angle offset of the slit from the kinematic major axis. Thirdly there is beam smearing due to finite slit width and seeing. These effects are taken into account in our modelling. We create model velocity fields and extract flux weighted rotation velocities inside a 1 ′′ width slit, which has a position angle offset from the major axis. For this calculation we assume the line emitting gas traces the stellar disk. This assumption is the major source of systematic uncertainty in our models. To minimise the impact of the uncertainties in the beam smearing model we exclude from our fits the inner few arcseconds of the kinematic data. We also exclude data points where the rotation curve is strongly asymmetric (such as due to the bar in J0841+3824), or where the signal to noise is low (such as in inter spiral arm regions). We treat the disk inclination angle and slit position angle offsets as nuisance parameters, allowing them to vary over suitably chosen small ranges. We determine an initial guess for the inclination from the disk minor-to-major axis ratio
, where q0 ≃ 0.2 (e.g., Hall et al. 2012 ) is the intrinsic disk thickness.
Bulge and disk structural parameters
The light profiles are decomposed into bulges and disks as described in papers SWELLS-I and III. The bulge light profile is assumed to follow a Sérsic n = 4 (de Vaucouleurs) profile, while the disk profile is assumed to be Sérsic n = 1 (exponential) profile. We note that 0841+3824 is a barred spiral galaxy. However, the bar is significantly fainter than the bulge (≈ 2 magnitudes) and therefore it can be considered negligible from a dynamical standpoint, within our desired level of precision, thus simplifying significantly the analysis.
Stellar Population Synthesis Masses
The photometry (typically in 4 bands, BVIK) is used to compute SPS masses using the method of Auger et al. (2009 ) together with Bruzual & Charlot (2003 SPS models. The SPS masses for the bulge and disk are computed using both Chabrier (2003) and Salpeter (1955) IMFs. We consider stellar populations described by 5 parameters: the total stellar mass MSPS, the population age A, the exponential star formation burst timescale τ , the metallicity Z and the reddening due to dust, τV . We employ a uniform prior requiring 9 log10(MSPS/M⊙) 13, the age is constrained such that star formation began at some (uniformly likely) time between 1 z 5, τ has an exponential prior with characteristic scale 1 Gyr, and we impose uniform priors on the logarithms of the metallicity and dust extinction such that −4 log10Z −1.3 and −2 log10τV 0.3. We note that the priors are the same for the bulge and the disk components but are sufficiently conservative that they do not bias our results. The posterior PDF is sampled as described in Auger et al. (2009) . The stellar mass estimates are the mean and standard deviation of the marginalised posterior PDF.
As discussed by several authors, especially for the old and mostly dust free populations found in massive bulges, the uncertainties in stellar mass inferred from colors are dominated by the IMF normalization (see, e.g., recent discussion by Newman et al. 2012 , and references therein). The degeneracies between ages and metallicities typical of colorbased inferences mostly cancel out when inferring stellar masses (Bell & de Jong 2001; Auger et al. 2009 ). Similarly, the effects of using different stellar population synthesis models are typically of order 0.05-0.1 dex for stellar populations not dominated by thermally pulsating AGB stars (e.g., Treu et al. 2010 ).
REFERENCE MASS MODEL
In this section we define our reference model, which we will use in Section 4 to interpret the data. This is a very general model and should be regarded as the one providing the definitive results of this paper. However, in order to test the robustness of our conclusions, in Section 5 we define and apply to our data a full battery of alternative models, including ones with adiabatic contraction and expansion, as well as models characterised by dark matter cores, by different implementations of the cosmologically motivated dark matter halos introduced here, and models without dark matter. As we will show, our conclusions are robust with respect to the choice of model. Therefore, the reader pressed for time can skip Section 5 and jump directly to the Summary after Section 4.
Overview
Our reference model is one with two baryonic components, a spherical bulge and a thin disk, and a generic dark matter halo, that includes as a subset standard profiles motivated by cosmological simulations. We refer to this model as the "free" dark matter model.
We model the bulge with a Hernquist (1990) profile, which is parametrised by its mass, M bulge , and a half-mass radius, r bulge . We model the disk with an exponential profile, which is parametrised by its mass, M disk , and a half-mass radius r disk . We model the dark matter halo with a generalised spherical Navarro, Frenk, White (1997, NFW) profile:
where γ is the inner slope (NFW corresponds to γ = 1), and rs is the scale radius. The normalisation is determined by the virial velocity, V200, which is defined at a radius, R200, enclosing a mean density of 200 times the critical density of the Universe at redshift zero. The relation between virial velocity, virial radius, and virial mass is thus given by
where h = H0/100 km s −1 Mpc −1 and G ≈ 4.302 × 10 −6 km 2 s −2 kpc M⊙ −1 . This reference model thus has 7 parameters (4 for the baryons, 3 for the dark matter).
Constraints and priors

Baryons
The disk and bulge sizes are fixed to the values obtained from our photometric bulge-disk decompositions (from SWELLS I and III). This assumes negligible massto-light ratio gradients in the bulge and disk and leaves 2 free parameters, the masses of the bulge and the disk. For these we adopt uniform priors in log 10 (M ) over an interval bracketing the range of plausible values as inferred from SPS masses. In practice, we adopt a lower limit of half the SPS mass assuming a Chabrier IMF, and an upper limit of twice the SPS mass assuming a Salpeter IMF. For old stellar populations, this upper limit corresponds to a power-law IMF with slope ≃ −3.
Dark matter
For the inner slope of the dark matter density profile we adopt a uniform prior in the interval 0 γ < 2. The lower limit corresponds to a cored halo, while the upper limit corresponds to isothermal, which mimics strong halo contraction.
For the scale radius of the halo we adopt a prior based on the concentration mass relation of ΛCDM haloes from Macciò et al. (2008) . The median relation is given by log 10 (c) = 0.830 − 0.098 log 10 M200
The concentration, c, is defined to be the ratio between the virial radius and the radius where the slope of the density profile is −2: c = R200/r−2. For an NFW halo r−2 = rs, but for a generalised NFW halo r−2 = rs/(2 − γ). We adopt a Gaussian prior on log 10 (c|M200) with standard deviation of 0.11 dex, which is the scatter in halo concentrations found in cosmological simulations (Macciò et al. 2008 ). This choice of prior is not critical to our results. Its main purpose is to introduce more freedom in the dark matter model than obtained by assuming a fixed scale radius (e.g., Treu et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2012a) , and to ensure the scale radii are not unphysically large or small. For the virial velocity of the dark matter halo we adopt a uniform prior in the interval: V 
where the total stellar mass M total = M bulge + M disk . Similarly, the upper limit V max 200 , corresponds to a baryon-to-stars conversion efficiency of 1%. This conservative limit is motivated by satellite kinematics, weak lensing and halo abundance matching, which find conversion efficiencies of ∼ > 2.5% in massive galaxies (Dutton et al. 2010 ).
Mass model fitting
The model, parametrized by θ, is fitted to the kinematic and lensing data simultaneously using a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach similar to that used in previous SWELLS papers. Specifically we fit for the lensing Einstein radius, b, and the observed gas rotation curve Vrot(ri) using the standard likelihood function:
. (6) As described above, our model for the gas rotation curve takes into account beam smearing due to seeing and finite slit width.
RESULTS
The results presented in this section are based on models with the "free" dark matter halo described in Section 3. As discussed in § 5, none of our main results are sensitive to the functional form of the dark matter halo that we adopt.
The results of our fits to the rotation curves and lensing Einstein radii are shown in the right panels of Fig. 2 . The black shaded region shows samples of acceptable models, which should be compared to the red and blue data points (which correspond to the receding and approaching sides of the rotation curve, respectively). The inset panels show the 1 and 2σ constraints on the Einstein radius from strong lensing (SWELLS-III). The model Einstein radii are shown as histograms. The orange shaded regions show the 68% confidence regions on the total circular velocity. The magenta, blue and grey shaded regions show the decomposition into bulge, disk, and dark matter, respectively. Overall the models fit the data remarkably well and allow us to answer some specific questions.
Is the IMF universal within individual galaxies?
The posterior probability distribution functions (PDFs) for the bulge and disk masses are shown in the left panels of Fig. 2 next to the corresponding rotation curves. The marginalised constraints on the bulge, disk, and total stellar masses are given in Table 2 (for reference, the corresponding masses from SPS models are given in Table 1 ). In the reference "free" models, the disk stellar masses are somewhat loosely constrained due to the well-known disk-halo degeneracy (e.g., van Albada & Sancisi 1986). However, the bulge masses are well constrained because the inner part of the mass density profile is too steep to be described by the dark matter halo. The grey circles in Fig. 2 correspond to a universal Chabrier IMF. Three of the five galaxies in our sample are inconsistent (at greater than 2σ level) with a universal Chabrier IMF in both the bulge and disk. A heavier IMF is Figure 2 . Mass model results for a free dark matter halo. Left: Joint constraints on bulge and disk masses. The contours enclose 68% and 95% of the probability. The red and blue histograms show the marginalised probability distributions for the bulge and disk masses, respectively. The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the median SPS masses assuming Chabrier and Salpeter IMFs, respectively. For reference, the grey ellipse shows the 1σ uncertainties on these SPS masses assuming a universal Chabrier IMF. Right: Data model comparison. The black shaded region shows the 68% confidence region of the "observed" model (including inclination and beam smearing effects). This should be compared to the red and blue points, which correspond to the observed rotation velocities from the receding and approaching sides of the galaxy, respectively. In the inset panels histograms show the distribution of model Einstein radii, while the shaded bands correspond to the 1 and 2σ constraints on the observed Einstein radii. These grey bands are repeated in the main panel.
For reference the black point shows the circular velocity of the SIE model (note: this is not used in the fit). In the main panels, the orange shaded region shows the 68% constraint on the total circular velocity profile. The magenta, cyan, and grey shaded regions show the circular velocity profiles due to the bulge, disk, and dark matter halo, respectively. The bulge masses are well constrained due to the declining nature of the circular velocity curves, while the disk masses are less well constrained, due to degeneracies with the dark matter halo. Table 2 . Summary of stellar masses from fits to lensing and dynamics data with a free dark matter halo, and a comparison with SPS based masses. Cols 2,3, and 4 give the stellar masses (median together with 68% posterior probability) of the bulge, disk and total (bulge+disk); Cols 5,6, and 7 give the IMF mismatch parameter α ≡ M LD /M Chab SPS (mean and standard deviation); Col 8 gives an upper limit to α within the Einstein radius using results directly from SWELLS-III. Name log(M LD,bulge ) log(M LD,disk ) log(M LD,total ) log(α bulge ) log(α disk ) log(α total ) log(α lens ) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Figure 3 . Comparison between bulge (red, filled circles), disk (blue, open circles) and total (black, squares) stellar masses from lensing plus dynamics, M LD , with those from stellar population synthesis models assuming a Chabrier IMF, M SPS . The error bars enclose 68% of the posterior probability. The disk masses of our five galaxies are consistent with a Chabrier IMF, but the bulge (and total) masses favour an IMF a factor of ≃ 2 heavier than Chabrier.
required for at least the bulge. Since Chabrier IMF seems to be in general preferred for starforming galaxy disks, our data indicate that the IMF may be non-universal within galaxies. A comparison between the bulge and disk masses from our lensing plus dynamics analysis, MLD, with those from SPS models, MSPS, is shown in Fig. 3 . For the disks, the LD masses are consistent with a Chabrier IMF, in agreement with previous studies of galactic disks (e.g., Bell & de Jong 2001; Bershady et al. 2011; Dutton et al. 2011a; Barnabè et al. 2012) . However for the bulges, the LD masses are a factor of ≃ 2 higher than predicted by a Chabrier IMF and consistent with a Salpeter-like normalisation. This latter result is in agreement with studies of massive early-type galaxies (e.g., Auger et al. 2010; van Dokkum & Conroy 2010; Spiniello et al. 2012; Dutton et al. 2012b; Conroy & van Dokkum 2012) . It is also interesting to note that the surface densities of the SWELLS bulges are comparable to the highest density ETGs in the local universe, which also favour IMFs with Salpeter-type normalisation (Dutton et al. 2012a ). Table 2 . On average, the IMF of bulges is a factor of ∼ 2 heavier than Chabrier (log α bulge = 0.29 ± 0.05), while the IMF of the disks is consistent with Chabrier (log α disk = −0.01 ± 0.12). We note that in 4 out of 5 galaxies the disk masses are also consistent with a Salpeter IMF. The total (bulge + disk) masses have log α total = 0.24±0.04, which is consistent with a Salpeter-like normalisation of the IMF.
In SWELLS-III we concluded that a global IMF with α above the Salpeter value is ruled out (at 98% confidence) for galaxies with lensing velocity dispersions below 230 km s −1 . This might seem at odds with the conclusions of this paper. However, 3 out of the 5 galaxies studied here have velocity dispersion greater than 230 km s −1 (see Table 1 ). The galaxies with higher velocity dispersions all favor a bulge α values higher than the Salpeter value, while the galaxies with lower velocity dispersions favor bulge α values lower than the Salpeter value.
In addition, Table 2 gives the α parameter inside the Einstein radius calculated using results presented in SWELLS-III. Since these α are based on total masses, they are upper limits. Thus for consistency they should be larger than the α we derive in this paper. A direct comparison is complicated because the α's are measured in different apertures, but nevertheless, the α values for the bulges that we derive here are fully consistent with the upper limits from SWELLS-III.
Are disks sub-maximal?
The rotation curves of spiral galaxies have contributions from the stellar mass, gas mass, and dark matter. The relative contributions of each are difficult to estimate from rotation curve modelling due to well-known degen- eracies. This led to the maximum disk hypothesis (e.g., van Albada & Sancisi 1986) which proposes that the stellar disk makes the maximum possible contribution to the rotation curve.
According to the standard definition (Sackett 1997 ), a disk is maximal if its contribution to the circular velocity at 2.2 disk scale lengths is 0.75 < V disk /V2.2 < 0.95. This is shown as a blue shaded region in Fig. 5 . The blue circles in Fig. 5 show that our five galaxies have V disk /V2.2 < 0.7, and are thus sub-maximal. This is in broad agreement with results from the Disk Mass Project (solid and dashed lines in Fig. 5 ) which argued that all galaxy disks are sub-maximal (Bershady et al. 2011 ), in addition to earlier studies (e.g., Bottema 1993; Courteau & Rix 1999) .
The galaxies in the Disk Mass Project are diskdominated, so sub-maximal disks imply their galaxies are not baryon dominated inside 2.2 disk scale lengths (i.e., there is significant dark matter). However, in our galaxies there is a substantial bulge contribution (usually more than the disk) to V2.2. The contribution of the stars (bulge plus disk) to V2.2 is ≃ 0.75 to 0.95 (black points in Fig. 5 ), and thus these galaxies can be considered maximal in their total baryonic content at 2.2 disk scale lengths. (See also the results of the analysis of a disk galaxy lens including stellar kinematic constraints in SWELLS-IV, Barnabè et al. 2012.) 
Are dark matter haloes cuspy?
The use of general dark matter halos allows us to investigate the inner slope of the dark matter density profile, which is predicted by numerical simulations to be approximately unity, in the absence of baryons. Fig. 6 shows the PDFs of γ as inferred from our data. For individ- Figure 5 . Contribution of disk, bulge and bulge+disk to circular velocity at 2.2 disk scale lengths. Disks are sub-maximal in agreement with the Disk Mass Project (Bershady et al. 2011) , where the solid and dashed lines correspond to their best fit relation and scatter, respectively. However, the contribution of the disk plus bulge at 2.2 disk scale lengths is maximal, and thus our galaxies are baryon dominated within 2.2 disk scale lengths.
ual galaxies γ is only weakly constrained, reflecting the fact that the bulge stellar mass dominates in the inner regions. Taken as an ensemble, and assuming a univer- sal value for γ, values larger than unity (i.e., NFW) are marginally disfavoured [p(γ > 1)=0.07], consistent with what is found for early-type galaxies of comparable mass (Treu & Koopmans 2004; Dutton et al. 2012b) , albeit there are counter-examples (Sonnenfeld et al. 2012; Grillo 2012) , which may indicate that there is a broad scatter stemming perhaps from different formation histories.
At face value this result would imply a marginal conflict with the universal profiles predicted by cold dark matter only numerical simulations. However, since the central regions of these galaxies are baryon dominated, an accurate comparison depends crucially on how baryonic effects alter the underlying dark matter halos. Standard arguments suggest that baryonic cooling to form stars should steepen the overall mass density profile, thus causing the dark matter halo to steepen as well (Blumenthal et al. 1986; Gnedin et al. 2004 ). This would only exacerbate the tension between our observations and theoretical prediction. However, in practice other processes may occur that act to expand the halo, such as mass outflows due to stellar and/or active galactic nuclei (e.g., Read & Gilmore 2005; Duffy et al. 2010; Pontzen & Governato 2012) or dynamical friction between infalling galaxies and the dark matter halo (e.g., El-Zant et al. 2001; Johansson et al. 2009 ). Investigating this complex physics in detail goes beyond the scope of this paper, but it is interesting to notice that our data suggest that the net effect of baryonic physics appears to lead to real halos that are flatter or at most as flat as NFW, and not as cuspy as the standard contraction recipes would imply. Table 3 . Summary of priors on dark matter halo for our various mass models. U (a, b) is a uniform prior with limits a, and b. δ(a) is a delta function prior at a. 
TESTING SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS
In this section we discuss how our results depend on the functional form of the dark matter halo ( § 5.1), and we test potential systematic uncertainties arising from contamination of the lensing signal by mass along the line of sight ( § 5.2). In § 5.3 we discuss briefly the effects of neglecting cold gas in our lensing and dynamical analysis. We find that our conclusions are robust with respect to the choice of mass models and line of sight effects, and the inclusion of cold gas.
Alternative dark matter halo models
Our inferred dark matter profile is less cuspy than the NFW profile and one may be concerned that we have fitted away part of the central dark matter into our bulge component, thus leading to the preference for Salpeter-like IMFs over Chabrier. We therefore also consider a wide range of less flexible dark matter haloes, ranging from models with no dark matter or "mass-follows-light" ("mfl"), to cored dark matter Figure 7 . Posterior distributions for the IMF mismatch parameter relative to a Chabrier IMF, α, for eight different assumptions about the functional form of the dark matter halo: mfl -mass-follows-light (i.e., no dark matter halo); core -cored dark matter halo; nfwNavarro, Frenk, White (1997) dark matter halo, constrained to follow the concentration-mass relation from Macciò et al. (2008) allowing for scatter; ac -adiabatically contracted nfw model; weakac -nfw model with weak halo contraction following Abadi et al. (2010) ; freeac -nfw model with free halo response ranging from adiabatic contraction to expansion; atlas -halo profile adopted by ATLAS3D (Cappellari et al. 2012a) which is a generalised NFW with fixed scale radius; free -generalised NFW halo with free inner slope (repeated from Fig. 4) . Upper: α for bulges (red, solid lines) and disks (blue, long dashed lines); Lower: α for total (bulge+disk) stellar mass. The bold histograms show the joint constraints on the mean α. For all models except "ac" the bulges are consistent with a Salpeter IMF. For "ac" the bulges are consistent with a Chabrier IMF, but allowing the halo response to vary "freeac" generally finds better fits with weaker halo contraction or expansion.
haloes ("core"), to contracted NFW haloes ("ac", "weakac", and "freeac") . The most generic model adopted by the AT-LAS3D team in their recent study (Cappellari et al. 2012a) is also included to facilitate comparisons between our works ("atlas").
The contracted NFW halos are meant to represent the response of the dark matter halo to galaxy formation. The simple model "ac" refers to the standard Blumenthal et al. (1986) formalism, the "weakac" model is the reduced contraction model of Abadi et al. (2010) , while the "freeac" model is a generalisation. In the standard formalism the adiabatic invariant is rM (r), where r is galactic radius and M (r) is the spherically enclosed mass within r. Thus
where ri and r f are the initial and final radii, respectively. In order to explore the possibility of weaker halo contraction (e.g., Abadi et al. 2010 ) and even expansion, we also consider the generalised contraction formula from Dutton et al. (2007) . If the standard contraction ratio from Eq. 7 is Γ = (r f /ri), then the modified contraction ratio is given by Γ ν . Standard adiabatic contraction (Blumenthal et al. 1986 ) corresponds to ν = 1, the Gnedin et al. (2004) model can be approximated with ν ∼ 0.8, the Abadi et al. (2010) model can be approximated with ν ∼ 0.4, no contraction corresponds to ν = 0, while expansion corresponds to ν < 0. Table 3 lists the dark halo priors for the eight models we consider here. We note that the models "core" and "nfw" are specific realisations of the model "free", and the models "ac" and "nfw", are specific realisation of the model "freeac".
The posterior probability distribution functions for the IMF mismatch parameters of the bulge, disk, and total stellar mass for all models (our reference "free" model and alternatives) are given in Fig. 7 . As expected, the disk masses are somewhat sensitive to the choice of dark matter halo. However, the bulge masses are remarkably insensitive to the dark matter halo model. All of the models, with the exception of adiabatically contracted NFW haloes (model "ac"), favour Salpeter-type IMFs for the bulges. The "ac" model is the only one that favours a Chabrier-type IMFs for the bulges. However, the fact that the "freeac" model contains the "ac" model allows us to perform a clean model selection procedure and quantify whether the models with Salpeter IMF or the "ac" model provide a better overall description of the data. Qualitatively, as can be seen from Fig. 6 , the "freeac" model prefers values of the contraction index that disfavour the standard adiabatic contraction models. Quantitatively the comparison between the "freeac" model and the "ac" model is given by the evidence ratio (Sivia & Skilling 2006) . The evidence of the "freeac" model is 35 times larger than that of the "ac" model", which corresponds to strong evidence that the first model is to be preferred according to standard criteria (Sivia & Skilling 2006) . Similar considerations can be made for the IMF mismatch parameter α of the disks, although in general it is less well constrained than that of the bulge. All models with dark matter prefer disks that are Chabrier or lighter, except for the "nfw" and "core" models. Those are subsets of the "free" model and are disfavoured by the evidence ratios.
We thus conclude that it is possible to reconcile the data with a Chabrier IMF for bulges if one asserts that standard adiabatic contraction is the way dark matter halos respond to galaxy formation. However, cosmological simulations of galaxy formation often find much weaker contraction than predicted by the adiabatic contraction formalism (Johansson et al. 2009; Abadi et al. 2010; Tissera et al. 2010) , or even expansion (Governato et al. 2010; Macciò et al. 2012 ) and thus we do not actually expect adiabatic contraction to occur in nature. Furthermore, under the more general assumption of ignorance about the effects of galaxy formation on the underlying dark matter halo, the data clearly prefer uncontracted or mildly expanded halos with a Salpeter IMF. This is true for a broad range of mod- Figure 8 . Effect of external convergence on the posterior distributions for the IMF mismatch parameter relative to a Chabrier IMF, α, for the "free" model. The model "free+κext" (right panels) has the same dark matter halo as "free" (left panels, repeated from Fig. 4 ), except we have included 5% external convergence. The effect of external convergence is to lower α by a small amount. els, including our "free" models, our "freeac" models, and the "atlas" models.
Line of sight effects
Another potential concern is whether excess mass along the line of sight could lead us to overestimate the mass associated with the main deflector and thus overestimate α. This is usually described in the lensing literature as external convergence (κext, e.g., Treu et al. 2010; Suyu et al. 2010) . The excess/deficit mass along the line of sight acts to first approximation as a sheet of mass at the redshift of the deflector, expressed in units of the critical density κcrit, and cannot be measured with pure lensing arguments due to the well known mass-sheet degeneracy (Falco, Gorenstein, & Shapiro 1985) . External convergence affects the lensing observable used in our analysis -the amount of mass within the Einstein Radius -in a very simple manner. The true mass will just be the observed mass obtained by assuming the line of sight has the average density of the universe, multiplied by (1-κext), for small values of κext.
At the relatively low redshift of the SWELLS and SLACS samples, external convergence is very small. Detailed analysis of the SLACS sample shows that the external convergence is typically a few percent (e.g., Treu et al. 2009; Guimarães & Sodré 2011; Sonnenfeld et al. 2012) . Thus, we expect that external convergence will change our results by a few percent at most. For completeness, we repeated all our inference assuming κext = 0.05. As expected, α shifts down by a negligible amount (compare model "free" to "free+κext" in Fig. 8 ) demonstrating that our inferences are robust with respect to line of sight effects.
Cold Gas
In principle the stellar masses derived from our lensing plus dynamics fits are upper limits, because we do not include cold gas in our mass models. For the stellar masses of our galaxies we expect cold gas fractions of ∼ 20 ± 10% (e.g., Dutton et al. 2011a) , roughly equally split between atomic and molecular gas. Molecular gas generally traces the stars, and is typically less than ∼ 10% of the stellar mass, assuming a Chabrier IMF (Saintonge et al. 2011) , so the effect on our derived bulge stellar masses is expected to be less than 0.05 dex. The atomic gas typically has a larger scale length than the stellar disk, so we expect the atomic gas to subtract mass from the stellar disk and dark matter halo. In summary, we expect that including observations of cold gas in our mass models will not significantly reduce the derived stellar mass of the bulges.
SUMMARY
We have presented mass models of 5 massive galaxies selected from the SWELLS survey to have bulges and disks of comparable stellar mass, as well as star forming disks. We combined masses from strong lensing with ionised gas kinematics at ∼ 1 − 3 disk scale lengths to constrain the parameters of three component mass models consisting of a bulge, a disk and a generic dark matter halo. Our main results can be summarised as follows:
• The stellar masses of the bulges are well constrained by the lensing and kinematic data, independent of the inner density slope of the dark matter halo.
• The bulge masses inferred from the lensing and dynamical models, MLD, are inconsistent with those obtained from the colours, MSPS, assuming a Chabrier IMF, but in good agreement with those based on a Salpeter IMF. The average normalisation of the IMF of the bulges relative to that based on a Chabrier IMF, is given by the IMF mismatch parameter log 10 α bulge ≡ log 10 (M LD,bulge /M Chab SPS,bulge ) = 0.29 ± 0.05 • The disk masses inferred from the lensing and dynamical models are only weakly constrained, due to degeneracies with the dark matter halo, but are consistent with a Chabrier-like IMF. The average IMF mismatch parameter is found to be log 10 α disk = −0.01 ± 0.12.
• Disks are sub-maximal at 2.2 disk scale lengths (in agreement with the Disk Mass project, Bershady et al. 2011) . However, baryons dominate the potential inside 2.2 disk scale lengths due to the strong bulge components. And thus sub-maximal disks do not imply galaxies are dark matter dominated inside 2.2 disk scale lengths.
• The data marginally disfavour an inner slope of the dark matter halo γ > 1 that would be expected for NFW halos contracted according to standard adiabatic contraction prescriptions. Equivalently, the data favour an uncontracted or marginally expanded NFW halo.
Our main new result is that IMF of bulges of spirals is "heavier" than Chabrier, and consistent with a Salpeter IMF. Since our data do not strongly constrain the IMF of the disks, there are two possible implications. Either the IMF varies between spiral galaxies (e.g., massive spiral galaxies have heavier IMFs than the Milky Way), or the IMF varies within spiral galaxies (e.g., bulges have heavier IMFs than disks). Since all previous constraints on the masses of galactic disks seem to rule out Salpeter IMFs (e.g., Bell & de Jong 2001; Bershady et al. 2011; Dutton et al. 2011a; Barnabè et al. 2012) we favor the latter hypothesis. Even though this result might seem surprising, it is well known that the stellar populations of bulges and disks differ in age and chemical composition. Thus, if the IMF reflects the physical conditions at the time of formation of the stellar populations, it is entirely possible that it could be different for the bulge and disk. Clearly, even though this is possible, the underlying physical reasons are at present unclear. Our hope is that this new piece of the puzzle will be a valuable clue for deciphering the mystery of the IMF and its variations across the universe.
To conclude we note that our results are consistent with previous work based on completely different techniques and samples when reframed in terms of a global IMF (as summarized by, e.g., Treu et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2012b ). Furthermore our hypothesis of a different IMF for bulge and disk is consistent with the upper limits on total mass within the Einstein radius for the entire SWELLS and SLACS samples, presented in a companion paper (Brewer et al. 2012b, in preparation) . Whereas SWELLS-III showed that the SWELLS and SLACS data are consistent with an IMF that changes as a function of galaxy stellar mass of stellar velocity dispersion, Brewer et al. (2012b) shows that a scenario where the IMF is Salpeter-like in the bulge and Chabrier-like in the disk is perfectly consistent with the lensing constraints.
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